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Welcome Back claSS oF 2017!
It’s hard to believe it’s already been twenty years since you’ve all graduated from our halls here at Wil-
liam Henry Harrison High. We’re so excited to see your faces once more! We hope you enjoy seeing 
familiar faces of both your fellow graduates and faculty members once again. 

Refreshments will be served in the gymnasium, where the initial reunion ceremony will begin. Twenty 
years is a long time-- perhaps you might have trouble recognizing some students you’ve known so well! 
We encourage everyone to mingle and reminiscence about both the ups and downs you might have ex-
perienced here at our school. A lot can change, and perhaps you might find interesting facts about your 
former classmates. They might not be the same person you once knew! It takes a bit of time and effort 
on your part to reconnect with your fellow friends and classmates, but the rekindling of bonds is often 
worth it. 

We’ve also included the 2017 yearbook for you all to share. Most likely, you’ll find some fun memories 
that have slipped all your minds. 

Regardless, we hope you enjoy each other’s company and the event! 

Game InStructIonS 
Each player must draw two trios of cards: two adjective cards, two job cards, and two quirk cards. Play-
ers choose one of each kind of cards to construct their persona. Discard the remaining three cards.

Ex. Cynical (adj) lawyer (job) who is an avid environmentalist (quirk) 

You don’t want to act as if you forgot everything about your friends, because who wants to be in an 
awkward situation like that? Engage in discussion and try to figure out what kind of new personality 
or quirks your long-time friends have picked up or become without being too obvious. Once you think 
you’ve figured out someone’s persona, ask them about their adjective, job, or quirk. 

Once a friend guesses an adjective, job, or quirk of another friend correctly, the latter must flip over the 
correctly guessed and make it public knowledge so everyone knows that information has been revealed. 

A yearbook is present at this reunion with memories of both fun, awkward, memorable moments that 
you’ve all shared together. If there’s a lull in the conversation, try picking up one of the yearbook cards 
to reflect upon a past experience. 

Remember when your class elected senior superlatives? We’ve incorporated reunion superlatives for you 
all to vote on and elect for each other now, 20 years later. Have fun with them and don’t take them too 
seriously!
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SenIor QuoteS

Here are some senior quotes that you all quipped back in 2017-- but we’ve removed the names 
from them. Can you guess who uttered them? 

“God, I’m finally done with you all! My blood pressure rose everyday in these classrooms.” --an 
angry student

“I see that everyone is doing well” --a blind student

“College is a brave new frontier that my fellow students and I should be happy to embrace!” -- a 
bold student

“It’ll probably be easier to sleep in college, right?” --a bored student

“I’m so happy I can go to university with my best friend!” --a cheerful student

“Everyone needs to loosen up and enjoy the summer.” --a chill student

“I couldn’t get into an Ivy School, but I’m probably too good for them.” --a cocky student

“It’s hard to believe this many people manage to graduate.” --a condescending student

“I hope everyone has a great time in college!” --a compassionate student

“What is this? Am I being interrogated?” --a confused student

“University is nothing but a scam run by capitalists to drain our money.” --a cynical student

“Oh, college applications were due last month!” --a forgetful student

“NYU costs $70,000 a year?! No thank you.” --a frugal student

“I didn’t even get into my first choice college...” --a gloomy student

“Ohmygod this is going to be so awesome! College is super cool!” --a hyper student

“I’m not going to college. I found this really neat job in the ‘multi-level marketing’ biz.” --a naive 
student
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“Yeah, I’m going to college ‘cause that’s what you’re supposed to do.” --a nonchalant student

“It’s the end of the year already?” --an oblivious student

“I’m gonna have a hard time deciding which Ivy to go with all these full-ride scholarships.” --an 
obnoxious student

“College is going to be such an eye-opening experience! Keep the great work, everyone!” --an opti-
mistic student

“I’m really looking forward to joining all the clubs and the social circles college has to offer.” 
--an outgoing student

“I heard college students never sleep and tests are mega-difficult. No one’s going to make it out 
alive.” --an overdramatic student

“Realistically, college is what you make of it. Experiences are going to vastly different depend-
ing on your outlook.” --a rational student 

“Yeah, I’m sure college is going to be real fun.” --a sarcastic student

“None of my friends are going to be with me at college...I hope I don’t have trouble finding new 
ones.” --a shy student

“All my hard work paid off. But I shouldn’t neglect the books over summer, lest I become dull.” 
--a studious student

“College is sooo expensive and gonna be so much work. Ugh.” --a whiny student

“University is going to great! Or wait… will it?” --a wishy-washy student

“Yabba dabba doo!” --a zany student  
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Where are they noW? 

Our class of 2017 alumni includes a variety of esteemed careers. You’ll find 
your fellow with exciting occupations such as: 

Baker
Bodybuilder
Comedian
Corporate Spy
Cowboy
Doctor
Film Director
Head Waiter
Kindergarten Teacher
Lawyer
Magician
Movie Star
Novelist
Olympic Swimmer
Opera Singer
Pianist
Plumber
Police Officer
Politician
Professional Gamer
Programmer
Rock Star
Sailor
Sushi Chef
Theme Park Operator
Uber Driver
Volleyball Player
Yoga Instructor
YouTuber
Zookeeper
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Survey reSultS

Our alumni self-reported some interesting quirks that describe themselves. We de-
cided to list them out so you can try and see which ones describe whom. 

“I love to one-up people”
“I am an alcoholic”
“I always make bad jokes”
“I am in a Beatles cover band”
“I constantly bite my tongue”
“I have a criminal record”
“I daydream quite a bit”
“I love to debate”
“I am a drama enthusiast”
“I am an avid environmentalist”
“I love maintaining eye contact”
“I am famous”
“I am an obvious flirt”
“I am a health nut”
“I love to give high fives”
“I am a hipster”
“I am a huge history buff”
“I am secretly in love with the person to my left”
“I am a LEGO sculptist”
“I love memes”
“I have controversial opinions”
“I want to be a Pokemon Master”
“I ask a lot of questions”
“I arbitrarily utilize my sizable vernacular”
“I am a sci-fi nerd”
“I love to sing”
“I use outdated slang”
“I am obsessed with social media”
“I am a fashion fanatic”
“I am a giant weeb”


